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Medgate‘s Occupational Health Software Makes Waves at the Health &
Wellbeing at Work Conference in Birmingham

Medgate Inc., the leading global provider of software for health and safety data management,
attracted much attention for its occupational health and safety software solution at the
successful 2012 Health and Wellbeing at Work conference in Birmingham, UK. For the first
time Medgate showcased alongside Cohort, Medgate’s new acquisition.

(PRWEB UK) 16 March 2012 -- Medgate Inc., the leading global provider of software for health and safety
data management, attracted much attention for its occupational health and safety software solution at this year’s
highly successful Health and Wellbeing at Work conference. The conference took place from March 6th to 7th
at the National Exhibition Centre in Birmingham, UK.

Medgate has recently expanded its UK office and attended the conference in support of this effort. The Medgate
OH&S software system is deployed across the globe at many large organizations, including well-known UK
companies. The Health and Wellbeing at Work show also provided the company with the opportunity to
showcase the Medgate system alongside Cohort, a UK-based Occupational Health Software company and
Medgate’s new acquisition, for the first time.

“Exhibiting with Cohorts allowed us to showcase both systems to Health and Wellbeing delegates, which
proved to be a highly successful joint venture” states Jo Henderson-Tchertoff, Sales Manager for Medgate Inc.
“We had hundreds of visitors to the Medgate/Cohort stand, all of whom were interested in learning more about
our software’s powerful capabilities. They were particularly interested in Medgate’s advanced web-based
technology, integrated platform, security features and UK-specific functionality. The Health and Wellbeing at
Work conference offered an excellent opportunity to get in front of our target audience and we look forward to
further discussions with those we met.”

As the leaders in Occupational Health and Safety (OH&S) software, Medgate has been innovating and
responding to the unique needs of OH&S professionals for over 25 years. Specific focus was given to
Medgate’s occupational health capabilities at the Health and Wellbeing at Work conference in response to the
needs of the conference’s delegates. The Medgate software is used to manage all aspects of occupational
medicine, including comprehensive medical surveillance, scheduling, clinical testing, and electronic medical
records. Medgate’s Occupational Health and Safety software solutions are used in occupational health
departments within organizations across a wide range of industries, including government agencies and many
Fortune 500 companies.

Over 2000 visitors attended the Health and Wellbeing at Work conference, which was in its sixth year. The
conference attracts delegates over 3000 delegates within the occupational health industry from across the public
and private sectors.

About Medgate
Medgate™ (www.medgatesoftware.co.uk) is the leading global provider of software for occupational health
and safety data management. Available in multiple languages, Medgate software is used across the globe in
hundreds of the best known corporations and government entities. Its latest product release, GX2, incorporates
powerful new business intelligence reporting tools, as well as enhancements to its occupational health, safety,
environmental and industrial hygiene software suites.
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Contact Information
Ben Harrison
Medgate Inc.
http://www.medgatesoftware.co.uk/
+1-416-863-6800 x 361

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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